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Tim Leunig analyses the new data on how changes in university fees have
affected applications. 
The data are out. We know how many people applied to each university, and how
much that has changed since the previous year.
We also know how much each university is charging, how much they are spending
on waivers, and how much they are spending on bursaries. My thanks to Jeevan
Vasagar at the Guardian for matching the applications data to those for fees, waiver and bursaries.
We can therefore answer the following questions:
1)      Did institutions that charged more see applications fall by more than those who charged less?
2)      Did institutions that offered more waivers get more applicants?
3)      Did institutions that offered more bursaries get more applicants?
The answers to all of these questions is NO. High fee institutions have not seen applications fall by
more than lower fee applications. Universities offering lower waivers or bursaries have not seen
applications fall than at more generous universities.
There are two ways to interpret this. The first is that students are confused, and failing to pick
universities rationally. The second is that students know that the lifetime effect of picking the right
course at the right university is much more important than the relatively small differences in fees or
waivers or bursaries. The income contingent loan system gives them the confidence to go to a top
fee institution offering a low support package if that is what is best for them.
The finding that bursaries have no effect on student choices fits with other evidence, notably the
Corver report for OFFA, which the same thing.
Technical note:
These results come from simple OLS regression analysis. The left hand side variable is the change
in applications, the right hand side variables are basic fee, waivers, and bursaries. The co-efficients
are 0.00003, 0.000005 and -0.000004 respectively, with t-stats of 1.0, 0.06 and -0.06 respectively.
The Adj R2 is -0.01. In short, the regression explains nothing.
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You may also be interested in the following posts (automatically generated):
1. Abolishing quotas for students with high A level grades will not drive down university fees
2. Students demand a ‘right to recall’ for MPs who broke their campaign promises on tuition
fees
3. A properly designed ‘graduate contribution’ could work well for UK students and higher
education – even though the original ‘graduate tax’ proposal is a terrible idea
